How to Add an Application to the Dock in elementary OS

Recently, I installed elementary OS. It is one of the most beautiful Linux distributions. The user interface is different from Ubuntu's GNOME and so is the user experience.

elementary OS comes with a dock with a default set of programs. This dock allows you to quickly access applications that have been added to the dock.

How to Setup Three Node MySQL 8 Cluster on Debian 10

MySQL is a free, open-source, and relational database management system. It is used to store data in various purposes including, data warehousing, e-commerce, and logging applications. MySQL Cluster is a technology that provides scalability and availability at a low cost.

What is Kubernetes Ingress Controller?

There are many ways to show your Kubernetes cluster's app to the outside network. You just have to choose the best one for your needs. NodePort, Ingress, LoadBalancer, and ClusterIP are the four key choices.

However, we will walk through about ingress controller in this guide. The Kubernetes Ingress API allows you to reveal your Kubernetes cluster's apps to the internet by combining routing guidelines into a single source. To use Ingress, you must set up an Ingress controller in your
cluster, which is in-charge of processing ingress resource information and enabling traffic based on ingress rules. Let's quickly examine what a Kubernetes Ingress is and what an Ingress controller offers before digging into the numerous Ingress controllers.

- **Installation of Jenkins on Ubuntu** [5]

  Jenkins is a Java-built open-source Steady Integration (CI) and CD platform. Principally, Jenkins builds software program initiatives, checks and deploys them. This is likely one of the most sensible programming instruments you possibly can grasp, and immediately we will present you the way Jenkins is put in on Ubuntu 18.04. Use this highly effective tool to activate your VPS server!
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